STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
BUREAU OF PURCHASE AND PROPERTY
STATE HOUSE ANNEX
25 CAPITOL STREET
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301-6398

ADDENDUM # 1 TO BID INVITATION # 12-21
Posted: 9/3/2020

DATE OF BID CLOSING: 09/08/2020  TIME OF BID CLOSING: 11:00 AM (EST)

FOR: 2020 Trail Bureau Signs (Supply Only)

1) STOP SIGN, 12 X 12 HEXAGON

   SPEC: Colors are red non-reflective background with white reflective letters and border.

   Q: Logo specifies white non-reflective letters. Please clarify is the STOP letters and border are white reflective or non-reflective

   A: Non-reflective. The red is reflective

   Q: What color polyethylene to be used on this sign. White or if available Red? If we use White then can the back of this sign be white or does it need to be Red as well?

   A: White Poly should be used and back of sign should be white

2) OBJECT MARKER, 8” X 8” SQUARE

   SPEC: No holes

   Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?

   A: No adhesive. The sign is nailed/screwed for mounting

3) TRAIL PARKING RIGHT, 24” X 12” RECTANGLE

   SPEC: No holes.

   Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?

   A: No adhesive. Sign is nailed/screwed for mounting

4) DEAD END DO NOT ENTER, 8 X12 RECTANGLE

   SPEC: Orange stock with ¼ black border.
Q: Cop to be black, correct?
A: Text is black

Q: This is also an all non-reflective sign, correct?
A: Yes, non-reflective

5) **STAY ON TRAIL OR STAY HOME, 12” X 6”**

   **SPEC:** No holes.

   Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?
   
   A: Mounting is not of concern. No adhesive

6) **SNOWMOBILE BLANK INFO, 12” X 8”**

   **SPEC:** No holes.

   Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?
   
   A: Mounting is not of concern. No adhesive

7) **SNOWMOBILE TRAIL DIRECTION MARKER, 9” X 12”**

   **SPEC:** Orange stock with black arrow

   Q: This is also an all non-reflective sign, correct?
   
   A: Black arrow is reflective

8) **NO SNOWMOBILES, 12” X 12” SQUARE**

   **SPEC:** Fluorescent orange stock, No holes.

   Q: Are we using the same orange polyethylene on all the orange signs or does this have to be specifically fluorescent?
   
   A: This sign is a brighter orange than other signs

   Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?
   
   A: Mounting is not of concern. No adhesive
9) ATV-Trail Bike Prohibited

SPEC: Fluorescent orange stock, No holes.

Q: Are we using the same orange polyethylene on all the orange signs or does this have to be specifically fluorescent?

A: This sign is a brighter orange than other signs.

Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?

A: Mounting is not of concern. No adhesive

10) Trail Bike Permitted, 9" x 12"

SPEC: No holes.

Q: How will this sign be mounted? Does it require us to apply adhesive to the back? If so please specify what adhesive?

A: No adhesive

Q: While the .035" and the .055" polyethylene is a standard thickness we may not be able to get the .019" thick. Is it OK to substitute either .016" or .023" stock thickness? If yes, do you have a preference of which?

A: Prefer .023 over .016

PURCHASING AGENT: Loretta Razin
E:Mail: NH.Purchasing@das.nh.gov

NOTE: ALL CHANGES TO BID SOLICITATION NOTED IN ADDENDUMS WILL SUPERSEDE PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS. ALL OTHER SPECIFICATIONS REMAIN UNECHANGED AND VALID.

BIDDER ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________

BY ________________________________ TEL. NO. ____________________________

(please type or print name)

Please visit https://das.nh.gov/purchasing/purchasing.asp (click on “Bid and Proposals”) for complete bid and addendums